M. Christen et al. (eds.), Empirically Informed Ethics: Morality between Facts and Norms, Library of Ethics and Applied Philosophy 32, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-01369-5_16, © Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014 16.1 Introduction The question of whether ethics should be empirically informed has a rhetorical ring to it-how could it be better to be uninformed? Exciting developments in a number of disciplines studying human beings, from psychology and cognitive science to biology, offer hope that ethics, too, could make steady progress were it to hitch its wagons to the train of science. So it is no surprise that some want to erase what they see as outdated and old-fashioned disciplinary boundaries, and no bigger surprise that others react by reaffirming traditional methodologies or by retreating to the grand journals of old. My instinct is on the side of caution in this debate, but I will refrain from grand pronouncements. Disciplinary border skirmishes seem to invite the greatest sin in writing-being boring. In contrast, particular arguments that aim to make concrete progress with existing questions by exploiting a novel methodology can be stimulating even when they go wrong. So what I will do in this paper is discuss six attempts to draw on psychological discoveries in metaethics and normative ethics. I will focus on psychology, since it is the branch of science that seems to be most closely relevant to ethics. The line between the two disciplines is also particularly porous, which is indicated by the fact that psychology was among the last sciences to gain independence from philosophy. For reasons of space and coherence, I cannot engage much with work inspired by other disciplines, although I believe at least some of the lessons learned from psychology will generalize. As a general background, I will sketch two opposing philosophical outlooks- one might almost call them philosophical temperaments. It is important not to caricature these positions. Moral philosophers have never claimed that empirical facts play no role in ethics. Ancient and Early Modern ethicists and moralists Chapter 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics Antti Kauppinen A. Kauppinen (*) Department of Philosophy, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 280 certainly did not shy away from a variety of empirical claims, and though Hume and Kant in very different ways argued for principled limits of what empirical knowledge can do, they did also draw on a particular understanding of human nature in their ethical works. It is true, however, that in the twentieth century, as the human sciences developed their own empirical methods, philosophers did come to focus on questions that could not be settled by empirical research. I will call the view of that emerged Armchair Traditionalism and sum it up in two main theses: 1. In metaethics, empirical facts are only relevant for causal explanations of particular moral judgments and the capacity to make moral judgments. 2. In normative ethics, empirical facts are only relevant for deriving judgments about particular cases from non-empirical principles and for practical recommendations. Roughly, then, psychology, social sciences, and biology can tell us why and how people make moral judgments, but not what those judgments are or what if anything makes them true. They can also supply material for minor premises in ethical arguments-it is perhaps a priori true that creatures capable of pleasure and pain deserve moral consideration, but whether fetuses are sensate creatures is an empirical question. And insofar as ethics is practical, it needs to issue recommendations that are actually useful to people, which means they depend not only on moral facts but also facts about people. For example, even if utilitarianism is the true moral theory, it is going to depend on facts about human beings what decision procedure they should employ to best approximate actions that maximize utility (see e.g. Railton 1984). There is no doubt that if we are interested in promoting moral behavior and moral thinking, or in designing environments that foster moral development and engagement, we need to look to empirical psychology (for concrete suggestions, see e.g. Chap. 7 by Tanner and Christen, this volume; Chap. 13 by Narvaez and Lapsley, this volume). But that is it: the role of empirical facts is marginal, not essential or fundamental to ethical inquiry. In making the case against armchair ethics, John Doris and Stephen Stich say: It is not possible to step far into the ethics literature without stubbing one's toe on empirical claims. The thought that moral philosophy can proceed unencumbered by facts seems to us an unlikely one: There are just too many places where answers to important ethical questions require-and have very often presupposed-answers to empirical questions. (Doris and Stich 2005, 115) On one interpretation, this claim is not as such incompatible with Armchair Traditionalism. After all, the latter does allow for empirical answers to play a role in causal explanations and derivative judgments, which are responses to "important ethical questions." But Doris and Stich have in mind something more. They think that empirical evidence can settle or at least contribute to resolving metaethical debates and weigh directly against normative theories, such as virtue ethics. This is often because existing metaethical and normative theories make unnoticed and unsupported empirical presuppositions. A. Kauppinen 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 281 I will call the type of view that rejects Armchair Traditionalism in this way Ethical Empiricism, distinguishing between bold and modest versions of it as follows: 1. Metaethics (a) Bold Metaethical Empiricism: questions about the nature of moral judgment or facts can be answered via empirical study. (b) Modest Metaethical Empiricism: empirical results are an important source of evidence about the nature of moral judgment or facts. 2. Normative ethics (a) Bold Normative Ethical Empiricism: normative ethical questions are empirical questions. (b) Modest Normative Ethical Empiricism: empirical results are an important source of evidence about non-derivative moral truths and/or the empirical presuppositions of normative theories. Both bold and modest versions of Ethical Empiricist theses reject Armchair Traditionalism. An increasing number of moral philosophers, including contributors to this volume, appear to subscribe to Ethical Empiricism at least in its modest forms. This is not surprising, given the general popularity of methodological naturalism in philosophy, and the initial plausibility of the theses. Yet to properly evaluate Ethical Empiricism, we need to look at concrete arguments and see whether they support the methodological claims. So without further ado, I will begin with some psychological arguments in metaethics, and then examine the use of psychology in normative ethics. I will be making reference to various papers in this volume, but my discussion will range more widely. My conclusions will of necessity be tentative. Even if no sound argument supporting Ethical Empiricism can be found among the existing efforts I consider (and there are many I have no space to address here), there could always be a different one. The field of empirically informed ethics is still young. But it may be that we can draw some general morals from looking at why the existing proposals fail (or succeed). 16.2 Empirically Informed Metaethics? Metaethics asks questions about the nature and status of moral thought and talk: Does it purport to represent moral facts or not-that is, are moral judgments cognitive or non-cognitive states? Are there moral facts, and if so, what kind of facts are they? How, if at all, do we acquire moral knowledge? Are moral demands the demands of reason? What does it take to be a moral agent, or a morally responsible agent? These questions are semantic, ontological, epistemological, and broadly metaphysical or conceptual. Some seem clearly out of reach of empirical 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 282 science-surely no experiment could settle whether the norms of practical reason and morality coincide. But it is less obvious whether armchair methods suffice for others. One of the core questions of metaethics, in particular the branch that I like to call philosophical moral psychology, is whether moral thoughts purport to represent the way things are, or whether they are directly action-guiding non-cognitive states, or perhaps some sort of hybrid of cognitive and non-cognitive states.1 Answers to this question are highly significant for other metaethical issues, such as the nature of moral agency, the function of moral language, and the possibility of moral knowledge. Since this question concerns a crucial feature of moral thought, it is a good test case for the potential relevance of psychological discoveries. How do we go about answering the question? Consider the traditional armchair argument for non-cognitivism. According to it, when we reflect on moral practice and the distinctive point of moral thinking and language, we discover a priori that an intimate link to motivation is essential to moral judgment, since otherwise morality wouldn't be action-guiding in the way it is. This view, which comes in many varieties, is known as moral judgment internalism. The next step on the argument is that when we reflect on the nature of psychological states, we learn a priori that a mind-to-world direction of fit (tendency of content of the state to match our evidence of the way things are) is essential to belief, and that motivation or actionguiding requires a world-to-mind direction of fit (tendency for the state to move us to change the way things are to match its content) (see e.g. Smith 1987). So, we have an a priori argument to the effect that moral judgments cannot be (ordinary) beliefs, and hence consist in some type of non-cognitive or hybrid state. Counterarguments have the same structure-for example, if amoralists, people who make moral judgments without being moved by them, are conceptually possible, the moral judgment internalist premise of the non-cognitivist argument is a priori false (and moral judgment externalism is true). This armchair debate has persisted for decades without consensus resolution, although arguably significant advance has been made. The same, of course, could be said about any number of major philosophical debates, so this is not a specific reason to reject the armchair method in moral psychology. But it does provide some motivation to look for an additional source of evidence. I will examine two different attempts to use empirical evidence in resolving the dispute. 16.2.1 From Surveys of Ordinary People to Conceptual Truths Proponents of the philosophical movement known as experimental philosophy have taken to the streets (or classrooms) to present people with philosophically 1 When philosophers talk about non-cognitive states, they mean thoughts that do not purport to represent the way things are, and hence cannot be true or false. Paradigmatic examples are desires and affective states. Psychologists often use the term 'cognition' more broadly. A. Kauppinen 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 283 interesting scenarios and elicited judgments (often called 'intuitions') about them. When this method is applied to the case of moral judgment, the argument goes in something like this way, using an argument for internalism as an example: 1. Some philosophical debates concern the extension of ordinary people's concepts, such as the concept of moral judgment. 2. Ordinary people's responses to thought experiments reveal/provide evidence about the extension of the folk concept of moral judgment. 3. The majority of ordinary people's responses are as predicted by moral judgment internalism. 4. Hence, (bold) moral judgment internalism is true/(modest) there is empirical evidence in favor of moral judgment internalism. For the purposes of assessing the methodology, it does not matter whether Premise 3 is true (the actual survey results conflict with each other). Let us assume, for the sake of argument, that it is the case. Some philosophers would reject Premise 1, and insist that the philosophical debate is about the nature or essence of moral judgment, which has nothing to do with our everyday concept of moral judgment. Perhaps nothing worth calling an intuition plays a role in philosophical methodology (Williamson 2007; Cappelen 2012). Others argue that even if intuitions are crucial to philosophical methodology because, for example, they are a source of evidence about modal facts, an intuition isn't the same thing as a response to a survey. Rather, an intuition is perhaps something like an intellectual appearance or seeming (Bealer 2000; Huemer 2001), or a belief or at least an attraction to assent to a proposition that results from mere adequate understanding (Audi 2004; Sosa 2007). Perhaps, as classical rationalists argued, we can have rational insight into the real essences of things. Surveys plausibly do not tap into intuitions in this sense- there is no telling if people's answers are based on intellectual appearances rather than something else altogether (Bengson 2013). It may well be that these lines of response are more plausible in some philosophical debates than in others. In any case, I will grant that conceptual analysis does have at least some important role in philosophical theorizing, including in metaethical discussion. This means that Premise 2 is crucial for assessing experimental philosophy. At first sight, it seems obvious that ordinary people's responses to scenarios-for example, confident labeling of a subject's mental state as a moral judgment-is evidence about their concept, given that our grasp of the concept moral judgment to some extent guides the way we categorize things. So should philosophers set fire on their armchairs and run out to check whether people think a person who says that stealing is wrong but is not even slightly motivated to refrain from stealing really makes a moral judgment? Not so fast. To begin with, consider that different people respond differently, yet seem to share the same concept, since they apparently disagree about its application. If that is the case, there must be a gap between what the shared folk concept (which is the object of philosophical interest) applies to and the way individual users of the concept classify things (which may in itself be of psychological or sociological interest). There are many mutually compatible explanations for the 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 284 existence of the gap between the folk concept and the folk's actual classifications. First, as Kripke (1981) emphasized, concepts are normative, not descriptive: our concept of addition tells us how we should respond to a calculation task, not how we actually do or are disposed to respond. Sometimes we make mistakes by our own lights-fail to be guided correctly by our own concepts. This may be systematic in some cases, with the result that a majority of people classify things incorrectly. Such tricky or borderline cases are often the most interesting philosophically. Second and related, different people have different levels of competence with a concept-some might apply it correctly to paradigm cases, but fare poorly when it comes to the harder ones. The result is that some people's responses may reflect their own shortcomings rather than the folk concept, while others will be more reliable judges. Third, people's responses might be guided by non-semantic considerations. Take the 1868 Desmond case discussed by Nadelhoffer (2006). A group of Fenian activists tried to blow up a prison wall to free some comrades, but only succeeded in killing civilians nearby. Clearly, this latter effect was not intended, and probably not even foreseen by the Fenians. Yet when caught, the jury convicted them of murder, which implies intentionality. Nadelhoffer's plausible explanation, supported by his own survey results, is that the jury's willingness to blame the terrorists biased their judgment, leading them to attribute intentionality where none was present-where the folk concept of intentional action doesn't apply. Fourth, loose talk is ubiquitous in non-philosophical contexts. In loose talk, people apply a concept to referents that may fulfill some of the criteria of application but lack some necessary features. For example, people may say "I knew it!" when they've made a lucky guess that turns out to have been correct. Here their belief meets one of the criteria for the application of "knows" (truth) but lacks a necessary condition (non-accidental justification). The same goes arguably for people's willingness to classify a robot that can respond differentially to colors as "seeing" a color (Sytsma and Machery 2010). The robot's circuitry is sensitive to light reflectance (a criterion of seeing) even though it lacks experience with a phenomenal character or the ability to know something (other potentially necessary conditions of seeing), so when people are not particularly interested in speaking literally, and when others can be expected to grasp this, they may well loosely describe the robot as 'seeing red' to convey that it can respond differentially to redness. This is no different from saying that a baby alarm hears the baby cry or that the iPad knows when its battery is low. We cannot in any of these cases draw conclusions about the concept of seeing or hearing or knowing.2 All these caveats mean that ordinary people's responses to cases provide weak evidence about their concepts. The evidence provided by dispassionate armchair reflection or open-minded dialogue will often be stronger (Kauppinen 2007). 2 Note that I do not claim that the term 'seeing' is ambiguous between an informational and a phenomenal reading. Sytsma and Machery (2010) consider the ambiguity hypothesis, which they regard as ad hoc in the absence of an explanation of why the folk would use a different sense than philosophers do, and reject on the basis of their data. The hypothesis that the folk speak more loosely than philosophers do has a high prior probability, so it isn't ad hoc. A. Kauppinen 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 285 Whether there is any point in running a survey will depend on the comparative odds of mistakes being made in the armchair or on the streets, which may vary case by case. Here, of course, experimental study can provide evidence one way or another- not about people's concepts, but about how they come to make judgments about certain issues.3 This type of psychological study will not itself either answer or provide evidence for philosophical questions, but may in principle help identify which responses are good sources of evidence about concepts. As such, it can play a potentially useful auxiliary role in explaining away discrepancies between the folk and philosophers, for example, or even in aetiological debunking of intuitions (see below, Sect. 3.2)-although when it comes to verdicts that have gained broad acceptance among philosophers, a psychologist has a heavy burden of proof to show that they do not reflect conceptual competence. On the whole, the likelihood that surveys provide useful evidence of folk concepts is low. The odds are that either the outcome is easily anticipated from the armchair, or one or another distorting factor intervenes to produce results that merit no weight in conceptual analysis. Thus, even if this kind of experimental method has some place in the philosophical toolkit, it will be marginal. 16.2.2 From Best Explanation of Data to the Nature of Moral Judgment A very different experimental approach to metaethics takes its departure from the thought that moral judgment is a natural kind-the sort of thing whose nature or essence can be discovered a posteriori by looking at what actually happens in people's minds when they make moral judgments. I will focus on Jesse Prinz's (2007a, b) version of this kind of argument. As I construe it, it involves an inference to the best explanation of observations: 1. Moral judgment is a natural kind whose nature can be found by examining what happens in actual paradigm cases. 2. Psychological and neuroimaging data show, among other things, that manipulating emotions changes moral judgment, emotional activation coincides with moral judgment, and emotional deficits lead to deficits in moral judgment. 3. The best explanation of the data is that moral judgments consist in emotions, which are the best fit for the natural kind that constitutes moral judgment. 4. Hence, moral judgments consist in emotions. Prinz is clearly committed to something like the first premise, given that he says that the way to avoid the 'impasse' resulting from conflicting intuitions is "turning to psychology and neuroscience, which give us techniques for investigating what goes on in the mind when people are actually engaged in moral evaluation" 3 This more modest goal is sometimes emphasized by Joshua Knobe (e.g. Knobe 2007). 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 286 (Prinz 2009, 702). Is this true? That depends in part on what natural kinds are. There are many ways to think about them. According to one prominent view, deriving from Kripke (1980) and Putnam's (1975) work in the philosophy of language, natural kinds are roughly speaking a posteriori discoverable microstructural essences. Water is a paradigm case here: since it turns out, a posteriori, that the actual watery stuff around us is H2O, water is necessarily H2O. Roughly, water is that stuff there in the rivers and lakes and rain (the term 'water' is a rigid designator); anything that is not that very substance, however similar in superficial properties, isn't water. Hence, the XYZ on Putnam's Twin Earth isn't water. Another well-known contender is Richard Boyd's view. According to Boyd, when we look for a definition of a natural kind K, we're looking for those commonalities in the causal profiles of the things we classify as Ks that explain our explanatory and inductive success with respect to our term for K (Boyd 2010, 215). Such projectable patterns are homeostatic property clusters-sets of properties that reliably co-occur in virtue of some law-like connection, either because the presence of some properties favors the presences of others or because some underlying mechanism favors co-presence (Boyd 1999). According to Boyd's 'accommodationist' semantics, natural kind terms refer to the property clusters that causally regulate their use, even if people have false beliefs about their nature (so that alchemists, for example, succeed in talking about mercury). There is good reason to think that moral judgments do not form a natural kind in the microstructural sense. We just do not think of moral judgments as psychological states like that (pointing to some paradigmatic case of moral judgment), so that nothing that is constituted by the same pattern of brain activation or mental states is a moral judgment. Rather, moral judgment seems to be a functional kind: any psychological state that plays a certain functional role is a moral judgment, however it is realized in the mind and brain. In this respect, moral judgments are more like chairs than like water: even if all actual chairs happened to be made of plastic, being made of plastic would be an accidental property of chairs. What makes something a chair is that it's an artifact with a certain practical function. Similarly, even if Twin Earthers have a very different kind of brain and mind from ours, as long as they make judgments that are categorical (apply to agents regardless of their desires or interests), presumptively universalizable (apply to all non-morally similar cases), have felt intersubjective authority, and are somehow linked to non-self-interested sanctioning behavior, to take a few relatively uncontroversial marks of moral judgment, they do make moral judgments.4 An indication of this is that it is possible for us to disagree with them about moral matters, which would not be the case if they were incapable of moral thoughts. Here is another way to make the case that the concept of moral judgment is not a natural kind concept. This line of argument does not assume that essence must be microstructural, or that moral judgment is necessarily a functional concept (I will use small caps to indicate I'm talking about a concept). Supposed it turned out that 4 There is now some controversy about this; see Sinnott-Armstrong (2008b, manuscript) for an argument in favour of disunity of moral judgment. A. Kauppinen 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 287 the psychological states we actually identify as moral judgments only motivate people by way of a desire to look good in the eyes of others. Gunnar Björnsson and Ragnar Francén Olinder (2013), on whose work I draw here, dub this the Cynical Hypothesis. Would its truth mean that internalism is false-or that what we thought were moral judgments were not moral judgments after all? That depends on what kind of concept moral judgment is. Björnsson and Francén suggest it is parallel to tiger. Take Kripke's (1980) example of the putative conceptual truth that tigers are mammals. What if it turned out that all animals we actually identify as tigers, or at least the paradigmatic 'tigers', are reptiles? According to Kripke, it would not follow that there are no tigers. Rather, it would turn out that we were wrong about the nature of tigers. Our concept of a tiger is a concept of an animal like those (demonstrating paradigm examples of the animal we actually identify as a tiger), whatever kind of animal it turns out to be. (Perhaps tigers need not even be animals.) Björnsson and Francén claim the same goes for moral judgments. If it turns out the Cynical Hypothesis is true, it is not that we don't make any moral judgments, but that we mistook a common correlation between judgment and motivation as a conceptual truth. As they say: The cynical hypothesis concerns the actual states of mind that we paradigmatically think of as moral opinions, and it allows that they have almost all the characteristics we normally ascribe to them. They are still categorical, based on familiar moral considerations (e.g. wellbeing, autonomy and respect for rights), often in competition with our prudential considerations, invoked to settle practical issues, and expressed to condemn behaviour near and far. Moreover, people are still affected by moral considerations, some more than others. What is different is just that moral opinions affect action less directly than most of us think. (Björnsson and Francén Olinder 2013) The other option is that if the Cynical Hypothesis is true, no one makes moral judgments. This parallels the case of witch. It is evidently possible for paradigmatic 'witches' or all people we identify as witches to fail to be witches. Why so? Because having supernatural powers as a result of an alliance with an evil it is part of our concept of a witch, and no one has such powers.5 Why is it part of witch? The appealing answer Björnsson and Francén suggest is roughly that there is a certain interest of ours that the concept serves (or served). This is plausibly not just the purpose for which the concept was introduced, but, let us say, the purpose that sustains its use. Having supernatural powers is essential to being a witch, because the point of talking about witches is to identify those with supernatural powers as a result of an alliance with evil. If it turns out no one actually identified as a witch has magical powers, it is not that we were wrong about witches, but that there are no witches at all. The key question, then, is what interest our concept of moral judgment serves. Would there be a point in attributing people moral judgments if the Cynical 5 An anonymous referee pointed out that people who self-identify as witches do not think being a witch involves having supernatural powers. Alas, I do not think that believing that one is a witch gives one any special conceptual insight. Indeed, thinking that you are a witch without thinking that you have supernatural powers shows a rather poor grasp of the concept of a witch. 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 288 Hypothesis turned out to be true? The internalist will respond: no, it is an essential part of the point of talking about moral judgment to distinguish between people who are motivated by what they think is right, as opposed to people who are motivated only by what others think about them. Consider this: why would we introduce in our language an expression for "Martina thinks that X is morally wrong?". Maybe Martina engages in punishing behavior for X, where X involves harming a third party, for example. But why-only because she would be otherwise punished or thought badly of by third parties, or because she thinks X is wrong? The internalist may note that we talk about social norms in the former case. Social norms, after all, overlap with moral norms, and can play the roles that Björnsson and Francén list in the quotation above. They can be categorical (as Philippa Foot (1972) noted, even the norms of etiquette are), promote autonomy, compete with prudential considerations, and so on. For the internalist, the crucial difference between moral judgment and socially normative judgment is precisely that the former motivates without regard for and sometimes against what others think. Externalists, too, think that moral judgments motivate by way of something like a desire to do the right thing, and not the (cynical) desire to look good in the eyes of others. So if the Cynical Hypothesis is true and it turns out that states of mind actually identified as a moral judgment only motivate by way of desire to please others, it is not that we were wrong about the nature of moral judgment, but that there are no moral judgments.6 This, of course, would be a startling discovery, but about human beings rather than about moral judgment. I do not think this issue can be definitively settled here. All I want to say is that the internalist rejoinder is plausible, and it if is true, it is not an empirical possibility that moral judgments fail to motivate-the empirical possibility is merely that what we actually identify as paradigm cases of moral judgment are not such. We cannot get at the nature of moral judgments by looking at states actually believed to be moral judgments, since it may turn out that they are not moral judgments after all. What settles this is an a priori investigation into the point of using the relevant concepts. What Björnsson and Francén successfully establish is that if that inquiry goes one way, moral judgment is a natural kind concept, and the truth of internalism turns out to be an empirical question. However, I believe that reflection on the point of using the concept supports the opposite conclusion in this case.7 What about the Boydian conception of natural kinds? It does appear to be the case that moral thoughts can play a role in explanation and prediction-for 6 Consider also a Supercynical Hypothesis: not only the states of mind we actually identify as moral judgments not intrinsically motivating, but they are also not in fact based on considerations like rights and well-being, but only what agents unconsciously take to be in their self-interest. Would we still feel the pressure to say that there are moral judgments, but we are wrong about their nature? Why not, if moral judgment is a natural kind whose nature we can identify a posteriori? 7 Mark Alfano pointed out that there is a further possibility I do not consider in the text: reforming our concept as a result of an empirical discovery. I agree that this is a significant option. It might make more sense to modify our concept rather than stop using it, if the world does not cooperate, especially if there is another natural kind in the Boydian sense in the vicinity. Whether this is the case for philosophically interesting concepts remains to be seen. A. Kauppinen 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 289 example, people tend to do what they genuinely think they ought to do, and people tend to think an action is wrong when it involves hurting people they care about. If that's all it takes to form a natural kind, then surely moral judgment is one. One way to see Prinz's argument is as making the case that this natural kind is constituted by another natural kind, namely sentiments of approbation and disapprobation. This would explain the empirical observations about emotion, as well as at least many of the other regularities we observe anyway, such as a defeasible link to motivation and tendency for negative judgment when innocent people are harmed, given that both are features of emotional responses. So there is some support for Prinz's constitution claim. This argument relies crucially on the assumption that the empirical observations (and conceptual platitudes) are best explained by taking emotions of approbation and disapprobation to constitute moral judgment. It is thus open to challenge that there is an even better explanation available. I have elsewhere proposed that there is a better candidate: moral intuition (Kauppinen forthcoming). As noted above, there is controversy about the nature of intuitions in general, but there is much to be said in favor of thinking of intuitions as intellectual appearances: spontaneous and compelling non-doxastic seemings that result from merely thinking about (as opposed to perceiving or remembering) something (see e.g. Huemer 2001). What I have argued is that emotional manifestations of moral sentiments can also constitute intellectual appearances in this sense: when we merely think about taking advantage of someone's disability or disrespecting a national hero, we may have a spontaneous and compelling emotional experience that manifests our disapprobation and presents the action as morally wrong. Such sentimental intuitions can both cause and justify belief (just in the same defeasible way as other intellectual or perceptual appearances do) and motivate us to act. I emphasize that not all moral judgments are based on intuitions: we may also engage in reasoning or simply be disposed to apply rules. This is important, because on my picture, unlike on Prinz's, it is possible (and indeed common) for people to make moral judgments without having emotional responses. If it is indeed possible to judge without emotion, radical sentimentalist views of Prinz's type are wrong. The crucial test cases here are people with emotional deficits. The most discussed case is that of psychopaths. Prinz argues that they can have moral thoughts only deferentially, by reference to what other, emotionally typical people regard as right or wrong (e.g. Chap. 6, this volume, XXX 94). Yet it is easy enough to imagine a psychopath, or some other emotionally deficient character, making a non-deferential moral judgment and thinking, for example, that everyone else is making a moral mistake. And we ourselves seem to make entirely unsentimental judgments much of the time-although we should take this data point with a grain of salt, given the limits of introspection. Further, a priori support comes from considering the conceptual possibility of amoralists, subjects who make moral judgments without any motivation. Insofar as amoralists are possible, there is little reason to think that judgments are constituted by inherently motivating states like the emotions. So, once we distinguish between moral appearances (intuitions) and beliefs (judgments), the best explanation of both the empirical data and conceptual [AU1] 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 427 428 290 platitudes is that moral intuitions rather than judgments are sentimental in nature. Premise 3 of the Prinz-style argument is thus false. So, in short, given that moral judgments do not form a natural kind in the Kripkean sense (moral judgment isn't a natural kind concept), we cannot investigate their nature by observing 'what happens in the head' in the actual paradigm cases. Even if there are natural kinds in the property cluster sense associated with moral judgment, we need to engage in a priori reflection to figure out whether they constitute moral judgment or some other associated state. In this kind of reflection we draw on conceptual connections that are not discovered a posteriori, for example on views about the connection between moral judgment and motivation. Since such key features of moral thoughts are assumed rather than discovered in this empirically informed inquiry, its metaethical scope and significance are limited. 16.3 Empirically Informed Normative Ethics? As a reminder, these are the Ethical Empiricist theses about normative ethics I want to look at next: Bold version: normative ethical questions are empirical questions. Modest version: empirical results are an important source of evidence about nonderivative moral truths and/or the empirical presuppositions of normative theories. Whatever the status of metaethics, both bold and modest ethical empiricists face the challenge of justifying the move from an 'is' to an 'ought.' This is something that has been attempted in a number of ways. In this section, I will examine one bold and three modest attempts to make use of psychological evidence in normative ethics. 16.3.1 Via Reduction to Normative Conclusions A radical way of closing the is-ought gap is proposed by Prinz (2007b). As a radical naturalist, he believes that all facts are natural, so "moral facts are natural facts, if they are facts at all" (Prinz 2007b, 3). We can derive moral conclusions from facts whose truth can (at least in principle) be empirically established. To his credit, Prinz lays his cards on the table and gives a very clear account of how he believes this can be done. His example features a character called Smith, whose obligation to give to charity, Prinz claims, is entailed by a set of non-moral premises. Here is his argument (Prinz 2007b, 5): 1. Smith has an obligation to give to charity if 'Smith ought to give to charity' is true. 2. 'Smith ought to give to charity' is true, if the word 'ought' expresses a concept that applies to Smith's relationship to giving to charity. A. Kauppinen 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 443 444 445 446 447 448 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457 458 459 460 461 462 463 291 3. The word 'ought' expresses a prescriptive sentiment. 4. Smith has a prescriptive sentiment towards giving to charity. 5. Thus, the sentence 'Smith ought to give to charity' is true. (2, 3, 4) 6. Thus, Smith has an obligation to give to charity. (1, 5) The first two premises are surely uncontroversial (provided 2 is read charitably), regardless of what theory of truth is correct, and so is the step from 5 to 6. Premise 4 is a factual stipulation. That leaves Premise 3. Whether it is true is a metaethical question, which I've already argued cannot be settled by empirical study. If that is the case, it's already sufficient to render the derivation non-empirical (while still preserving its status as an inference from an is to an ought). But suppose Premise 3 is true. Does the conclusion then follow? No, because 5 does not follow from 3 and 4. Why is this the case? Well, if the word 'ought' expresses a prescriptive sentiment, it is surely the speaker's prescriptive sentiment. If I say you ought to clean your room, I am expressing, at most, my own sentiment in favor of your cleaning the room. Maybe you do not share that sentiment. No matter. On Prinz's semantics, according to which concepts are psychological entities such as sentiments, my utterance of "You ought to clean your room" still expresses a concept that applies to your cleaning your room. By parallel reasoning, in Prinz's example, it does not matter to the truth of "Smith ought to give to charity" whether Smith has a prescriptive sentiment towards giving to charity. Premise 4 is irrelevant. But whose prescriptive sentiment, then, makes Premise 5 true, if we grant Prinz the rest of his premises? That is a tricky question. Consider first a semantic relativist variant, 5′: 5′. Thus, the sentence 'Smith ought to give to charity' is true-for-S. To reach that conclusion, premise 4 would have to be 4′. S has a prescriptive sentiment towards giving to charity. (Here S may or may not be identical with Smith.) As a relativist, Prinz might be sympathetic to this move. To be sure, it is not clear whether we can make sense of relative truth, though valiant efforts have been made (e.g. MacFarlane 2005). But let us suppose we can. Have we then accomplished the goal of deriving an ought from an is? No, because 6 doesn't follow from 5′ together with 1. 1, the uncontroversial disquotational principle, appeals to unrelativized truth. But it does not follow from the truth-for-S of "Smith ought to give to charity" that Smith ought to give to charity. After all, whether Smith ought to give to charity is not a perspective-relative fact. Also, given different sentiments on part of some S2, "It is not the case the Smith ought to give to charity" could be true-for-S2, so that applying disquotation would give rise to (ontological) contradiction-it being the case both that Smith ought and ought not give to charity. Premise 6 would, to be sure, follow from the original 5 and 1. But what would make the original 5 non-relatively true, assuming for the sake of argument that 'ought' expresses a prescriptive sentiment? The only plausible candidate is that it is 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 464 465 466 467 468 469 470 471 472 473 474 475 476 477 478 479 480 481 482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 491 492 493 494 495 496 497 498 499 500 501 502 503 504 505 292 correct or appropriate to have a prescriptive sentiment towards giving to charity. But that is not an empirical fact (to assume otherwise would be to beg the question-the argument is precisely meant to establish that normative facts are empirical). Instead, it is itself a normative fact. So, in short, Prinz's argument is either invalid (because Premise 5 doesn't follow from 3 to 4, and if 4 and 5 are replaced by 4′ and 5′, the conclusion does not follow), or involves an 'ought' premise. I do not think there is any way to fix the argument. Bold versions of normative ethical empiricism have little hope of success. But that leaves a number of modest theses that might be viable. 16.3.2 Via Aetiological Debunking to Normative Conclusions A very different kind of normative ethical empiricist argument has received a lot of attention in recent years. It aims to show that key non-consequentialist beliefs are best explained as the result of emotional reactions, and that their aetiology renders them untrustworthy. Given that we should not base our normative theories on or accommodate untrustworthy beliefs, this shows that we should reject nonconsequentialist ethics. The general form of the argument is the following: Aetiological Debunking Argument 1. Empirical investigation shows that belief that p results from process X. 2. Process X does not confer justification to/undermines the justification of beliefs it gives rise to. 3. Hence, empirical investigation undermines the justification for belief that p. As a starting point, everyone but the most hardcore skeptic agrees that some causal processes that result in beliefs are justification-conferring or transmitting. For example, competent logical deduction transmits justification from belief in premises to belief in conclusion. But many of our beliefs do not result from any kind of reasoning. Perceptual beliefs are one paradigm case of such non-inferential beliefs. Some say that their justification is exclusively a matter of coherence, their fit together with the rest of our beliefs. But pure coherentism seems to sell perceptual beliefs short. Surely their justification has something to do with their causal history as well. Indeed, it seems that perceptual beliefs can be justified in spite of clashing with our prior beliefs. In the absence of a reason to doubt, if I see my Head of Department peel off his skin and reveal the shiny robotic machinery underneath, I should revise a lot of my beliefs rather than reject the poorly cohering perception.8 8 Granted, in extreme cases like this there generally is a reason to doubt and check the initial appearance, as Markus Christen pointed out to me. Nevertheless, perceptions do start out with initial credibility independent of coherence. A. Kauppinen 506 507 508 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 518 519 520 521 522 523 524 525 526 527 528 529 530 531 532 533 534 535 536 537 538 293 To stick with the case of perception, why are (some) non-inferential perceptual beliefs justified? I will focus on just two influential schools of thought. According to one externalist view, non-inferential beliefs are justified when they result from a causal process that reliably tracks the truth, even if the believer is unaware of this (Goldman 1979; Nozick 1981). According to a recently popular internalist view I will call epistemic liberalism, non-inferential beliefs are justified when they are based on appearances there is no sufficient reason to doubt (Pryor 2000; Bengson 2010). Internalists often hold that justification has to do with epistemic praiseor blameworthiness, and that there is no reason to blame someone who believes things to be the way they seem to be, if he or she has no reason to doubt the appearances. These two views of justification give rise to different criteria for evaluating processes that result in non-inferential beliefs: they fail to confer justification if they do not reliably track the truth or if they do not involve appearances beyond reasonable doubt. The specific aetiological debunking argument made by Joshua Greene (2008) and Peter Singer (2005) has this form: The A Posteriori Argument for Consequentialism 1. Empirical investigation shows that nonconsequentialist moral intuitions* are proximately caused by emotional reactions. 2. Emotional reactions do not confer justification to the beliefs they give rise to. 3. So, empirical investigation undermines the justification of nonconsequentialist moral intuitions*. 4. Nonconsequentialist moral theory rests crucially on nonconsequentialist intuitions*. 5. So, nonconsequentialist moral theory is unsupported by evidence. (In this argument, 'intuitions' are taken to be spontaneous, non-inferential beliefs rather than intellectual appearances. Since precision is important here, I'll use 'intuition*' to refer to such beliefs to distinguish them from intuitions proper.) To begin with Premise 1, in the background of Greene and his colleagues' argument is a general Dual Process Model of the mind. Roughly speaking, the model distinguishes between System 1-automatic, uncontrolled, fast, associative, and often affective processes functioning below the level of consciousness-and System 2, which is conscious, slow, effortful, and capable of reasoning (for a general picture, see Sloman 1996; Kahneman 2011; see also Chap. 7 by Tanner and Christen, this volume). The key empirical data suggest that nonconsequentialist judgments selectively involve the activation of areas of the brain associated with emotion, involve faster reaction times, and go missing in subjects who suffer from emotional defects (Greene et al. 2001, 2009). Consequentialist judgments, in contrast, appear to engage System 2 reasoning. These results and interpretations have been challenged. For example, McGuire et al. (2009) argue that there is no difference between consequentialist and nonconsequentialist responses in reaction times, and Klein (2011) argues that the fMRI evidence does not in fact suggest selective emotional activation in nonconsequentialist responses. And finally, perhaps most decisively, Kahane et al. (2012) find that in cases in which the nonconsequentialist response is 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 539 540 541 542 543 544 545 546 547 548 549 550 551 552 553 554 555 556 557 558 559 560 561 562 563 564 565 566 567 568 569 570 571 572 573 574 575 576 577 578 579 580 581 582 294 counterintuitive (for example, it calls for speaking the truth to the murderer at the door), it is nonconsequentialist responses that take more conscious effort, suggesting that what engages System 2 is overriding intuitions, not consequentialist rationality. There is thus plenty of reason to doubt the empirical premise of the A Posteriori Argument for Consequentialism. But suppose there is some truth in it-that emotional responses play a different role in accounting for nonconsequentialist beliefs than consequentialist ones, at least in the Trolley Cases. Premise 2 then becomes crucial. Why does not the fact that thinking about being pushed off a bridge or thinking about pushing someone off a bridge in order to save more people feels bad provide some justification for believing that it is morally wrong? Although some of the things that Greene says suggest that the problem is that it is the mere fact that emotions are involved undermines justification, his considered position is that emotions are responsive to morally irrelevant factors (and therefore, presumably, fail to track moral truth). This, of course, breaks down to two claims: emotions are responsive to factors x, y, and z, say, and x, y, and z are morally irrelevant. The first claim is clearly empirical. The second claim, however, is not empirical, as critics like Selim Berker (2009), have pointed out. Its truth must be established the same way as the truth of any other moral claim, perhaps involving appeal to substantive (and controversial) moral intuitions. But Greene is surely right in responding that while this is true, the scientific data still does important work in the normative argument (Greene manuscript, 9). It may, after all, be a surprising discovery that our beliefs track features x, y, and z. We may, on reflection, agree that x, y, and z are morally irrelevant. In Greene's case, the factor he sees as crucial to explaining people's responses is the use of personal force. As he notes, it is not question-begging for a consequentialist to take this to be morally irrelevant: "Whether your normative proclivities are consequentialist, deontological, or otherwise, it's hard for you to argue that personal force is morally relevant." (Greene manuscript, 17) It is thus very plausible that psychological processes that track the use of personal force do not track moral truth, and the beliefs that are their outputs lack justification in the externalist sense. (Insofar as a subject is aware of what underlies her responses, she presumably lacks justification in the internalist sense as well.) In support of Premise 2, Greene (manuscript) further argues that it is likely that emotions will be responsive to irrelevant factors, especially in novel situations. The distal explanation of why we have particular affective responses is that they have been, on the whole, fitness-enhancing in the course of human evaluation. It pays off, as a rule, for us to be afraid of big things moving fast toward us, since most such things were (and are) dangerous. But this response will sometimes misfire, especially in evolutionarily novel situations (the subway train will not leap off its track to pounce on us). Similarly, the Greene/Singer hypothesis is that evolution has favored the development of negative emotions to using up close and personal violence. Such innate aversion is fitness-enhancing for some reason (presumably it reduces interpersonal conflict). Violence (or assistance) at a distance, however, was not an issue during the era of human evolutionary adaptation. Consequently, our A. Kauppinen 583 584 585 586 587 588 589 590 591 592 593 594 595 596 597 598 599 600 601 602 603 604 605 606 607 608 609 610 611 612 613 614 615 616 617 618 619 620 621 622 623 624 625 626 627 295 automatic, 'point-and-shoot' moral emotions are likely to misfire in modern, complex, or unusual situations-to fail to respond to morally relevant factors. This is an impressive line of argument. If the aetiology of beliefs is relevant to their justificatory status, then surely empirical study of the aetiology can in principle reveal that they lack justification. But I do want to raise three concerns with Greene's case: not all emotions are created equal; intuitions aren't so easily done away with; and what counts at the end of the day is not whether particular individuals are justified but whether justification is available for nonconsequentialist beliefs. Before I go into these, however, I want to register some doubts about an approach that has gained popularity recently. According to this type of response, emotional intuitions can be reliably truth-tracking in just the same way as expert intuitions* in general (see Chap. 7 by Tanner and Christen, this volume; Chap. 11, by Musschenga, this volume; Chap. 13 by Narvaez and Lapsley, this volume; Allman and Woodward 2008). Expert intuitions* are, roughly, spontaneous judgments that result from automatic, System 1 processes that respond to environmental cues that the subject is not consciously aware of, but are nevertheless reliable. Paradigmatic examples are quick situational assessments by chess masters and experienced nurses or firemen: without knowing just why, the fireman feels that the building is about to collapse and reacts to save himself at just the right time. If moral intuitions* of at least some people were of this type, there would be no reason to suspect them. Alas, contrary to optimists, they cannot be. As an authoritative recent overview (Kahneman and Klein 2009) argues, there are two conditions for the development of intuitive expertise or implicit learning. First, the environment must exhibit regularities that the associative System 1 can latch onto. This may or may not be the case for morality in general, but surely will not be for outlandish philosophical thought experiments. Most importantly, however, training System 1 requires "prolonged practice and feedback that is both rapid and unequivocal" (Kahneman and Klein 2009: 524). A nurse who diagnoses and treats a baby will typically be able to check whether the baby's condition is improving (temperature returning to normal etc.), and thus gets feedback on the correctness of the diagnosis. There is nothing analogous to this in the case of moral judgment. Even if there is a recurring type of moral problem, there's no rapid and unequivocal indication that a subject is judgment is on the right track. If you judge that abortion is wrong even if it is not and act on your belief, there is no negative feedback that results simply from your having made a moral mistake. (The only reliable negative feedback you will get for acting on a moral judgment is from people who disagree with you, but that is not an indication that you are wrong.) So we cannot train our intuitive system to respond to moral truths in the same way we can train it to respond to truths about good chess moves or ill infants. The expertise defense of moral intuitions* is unsuccessful.9 9 To be sure, I do not mean to deny that there can be moral expertise in some meaningful sense- some people are better at articulating principles, more consistent, better informed about pertinent non-moral facts, and so on. Perhaps it is even the case that their judgments should be privileged in reflective equilibrium, as Musschenga argues (Chap. 11 this volume, XXX (MS, 240)). But nonconsequentialists cannot defend intuitions* on these grounds. 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 628 629 630 631 632 633 634 635 636 637 638 639 640 641 642 643 644 645 646 647 648 649 650 651 652 653 654 655 656 657 658 659 660 661 662 663 664 665 666 296 If the expertise defense will not work, how can nonconsequentialists respond to Greene's challenge? To begin with the first option I mentioned, Greene stakes a bold claim about nonconsequentialist intuitions*: "All of the factors that push us away from consequentialism will, once brought into the light, turn out to be things that we will all regard as morally irrelevant." (manuscript, 21) So when we trace down the aetiology of any nonconsequentialist intuition*, we always hit an affective reaction that is caused by a factor that is, on reflection, morally irrelevant. However, it is one thing to say that some morally relevant emotions are triggered by simulating the use of personal force or some other morally irrelevant factor, and another to say that all are. For example, it is extremely plausible that we have a negative emotional response, such as resentment, to being used as a mere means by someone else, as well as a weaker sympathetic response to imagining ourselves in such a position. Such reactions are also almost certainly fitness-enhancing, at least in the personal case-they motivate retaliation and decrease the likelihood of being exploited in the future. Being used as a mere means, in turn, is not uncontroversially a morally irrelevant factor-to claim otherwise is to beg the question in favor of consequentialism. This means that at least some emotions are responses to factors that are plausibly morally relevant. Note also that there is a long tradition of sentimentalist ethics arguing that such reactions need not be rooted in an egocentric perspective, but can also be felt from what Hume called the 'Common Point of View' and Adam Smith called the impartial spectator's perspective. I argue elsewhere that precisely such impartially empathetic emotional responses constitute canonical moral appearances or intuitions (Kauppinen forthcoming). Sentiments felt from the Common Point of View are far from the kind of automatic gut reactions that Greene discusses. They are not or need not be quick and unreflective, evolutionary fitness-enhancing, or responsive to features that are uncontroversially morally irrelevant. So insofar as nonconsequentialist moral judgments are based on that kind of emotional intuition, there is no obvious reason to think they lack justification. From this perspective, Greene's problem is that he works with a palette that is too narrow: it is either reasoning or gut reaction, and nothing in between. Of course, it remains to be shown that at least some nonconsequentialist judgments result from the better kind of emotional response. The current data does not settle the issue even concerning the Trolley Cases. Although people are more likely to condemn the agent who pushes a fat man down (where there is both personal force and use as a means) than an agent who drops the fat man through a trapdoor (where there is use as a means but no personal force), they are nevertheless more likely to condemn the latter than an agent in the standard Switch cases (where there is neither personal force nor use as a means) (see Greene et al. 2009). So use as a means has an effect independently of personal force. Indeed, one possible explanation for why the use of personal force plays a role may be that it raises the salience of the use as mere means (cf. Chap. 6 by Prinz, this volume: XXX (MS, 125)). Moreover, many philosophers report the intuition that the trapdoor drop is wrong, as well as intuitions about other more fine-grained scenarios. These are unlikely to be mere gut reactions, since they are reflectively stable. But they may well be the good A. Kauppinen 667 668 669 670 671 672 673 674 675 676 677 678 679 680 681 682 683 684 685 686 687 688 689 690 691 692 693 694 695 696 697 698 699 700 701 702 703 704 705 706 707 708 709 710 711 297 kind of sentimental intuitions I talk about. We may not be able to assess their reliability in a non-circular fashion (we will have to assume that using someone as a mere means is wrong, for example), but we can at least say that they're moral appearances we have been given no reason to doubt.10 The second problem is that reliance on intuitions may be unavoidable. Greene insists that in the psychological sense of "intuition" (by which he means judgment resulting from unconscious, automatic process), "Consequentialism can do just fine without intuitions" (manuscript, 20). But this seems inconsistent with Greene's own acknowledgement that the source of evidence for the moral irrelevance of the use of personal force is "substantive moral intuitions" (manuscript, 7), unless of course the substantive moral intuitions* are not intuitions in the psychological sense. But consequentialism does seem to rely on precisely the same sort of intuitions* (in the psychological sense) as nonconsequentialism. For example, we judge that in Trolley Cases, the "body count" is not morally irrelevant (for consequentialists, it is the only relevant feature). But why? Is it not also an evolved emotional reaction to prefer fewer deaths to more deaths? Surely it is. But if point-and-shoot emotions are unreliable for principled reasons, then so is the core utilitarian intuition*. If the positive response to maximizing is what I have called the good kind of emotional intuition- which I think is likely-then it does have justificatory force, but so do at least some nonconsequentialist intuitions. There is no dialectical advantage here for consequentialism. The third and final point is that for some purposes, crucially including the choice of which normative theory to accept, the justificatory status of particular individual beliefs does not matter. Those who accept Premise 4 of the A Posteriori Argument for Consequentialism may grant that most people's nonconsequentialist beliefs are based on knee-jerk reactions that undermine their justification, while insisting that genuine intuitive propositional justification is available for nonconsequentialist beliefs. That is all that is needed to justify nonconsequentialist theory. Some Kantian nonconsequentialists reject the premise altogether (e.g. Wood 2011). If there is rational justification available for nonconsequentialist beliefs, it again does not matter if most people believe the right thing for the wrong reasons. Suppose, for a parallel, that most people believed the Earth is round because a holy book written thousands of years ago happened to say so, without any scientific evidence. That would hardly be relevant to whether I or the scientific community in general should accept or reject that the Earth is round. Similarly, Premise 5 does not follow even if people in general lack justification for nonconsequentialist beliefs. In short, although it is in principle possible that empirical evidence concerning aetiology would undermine the justification of some moral beliefs, the path is far from straightforward. Merely showing that some judgments are intuitive does not 10 I argue elsewhere that we do have a non-question-begging way of evaluating whether certain kinds of intuitions are trustworthy. This involves appealing to the practical function of making moral judgments, roughly making peaceful social relations possible without a Hobbesian sovereign ruling by force, and noting that being guided by intuitions felt from the Common Point of View is reliably conducive to that goal. 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 712 713 714 715 716 717 718 719 720 721 722 723 724 725 726 727 728 729 730 731 732 733 734 735 736 737 738 739 740 741 742 743 744 745 746 747 748 749 750 298 suffice, and for some crucial purposes, such as choice between moral theories, it does not even matter whether most people are justified in believing one way or another. 16.3.3 Via Ethical Conservatism to Normative Conclusions Shaun Nichols, Mark Timmons, and Theresa Lopez develop a novel modest ethical empiricist argument developed in their contribution to this volume. They argue, first, that many of our central ethical commitments cannot be rationally justified, but result from "a-rational and a-reliable emotional processes" (XXX (MS, 188)). But some of such commitments nevertheless have normative authority, which presumably entails that the subjects are justified in believing in their contents. This seems to be the structure of their argument: 1. Entrenched ethical commitments have normative authority in spite of resulting from non-rational and non-truth-tracking emotional processes (Ethical Conservatism) 2. Empirical study can identify which commitments are entrenched. 3. Hence, empirical study can identify which ethical commitments have normative authority. If empirical study can establish which commitments have normative authority, it surely has more the marginal significance for ethics. So this is an interesting new line of argument. For a commitment to be entrenched is for it to be non-inferential and the result of natural human emotional reactions (or at least resonate with such reactions). It seems plausible that empirical study can indeed establish which commitments are entrenched in this sense, as Premise 2 says, and do so better than armchair reflection. Nichols, Timmons, and Lopez provide an example of how to do it with their studies of outcome-dependent blame, which suggest that even if intention and reasons for action are held fixed, people regard an agent as more blameworthy if the outcome is bad, as long as the agent has been negligent. For my purposes, the details and the soundness of this argument do not matter. The definition of an entrenched commitment appeals to natural human emotional reactions. I take it that 'natural' here means being part of the normal human biological makeup. A number of contributors to this volume argue, in line with much recent biological research (e.g. de Waal 1996), that some morally relevant emotions are indeed natural in this sense. For example, Van Schaik et al. (Chap. 4, this volume) note that humans, unlike other primates, engage in prosocial behaviors not only reactively-in response to need, proximity, or the presence of an audience-but also proactively, as seen in our tendency to cooperate and share in economic games. Why? Crudely, as the kind of foragers we are, we have to cooperate with each other to survive. As cooperative breeders, we have a tendency to respond to need and conform to expectations; as cooperative hunters, we also have a tendency to match A. Kauppinen 751 752 753 754 755 756 757 758 759 760 761 762 763 764 765 766 767 768 769 770 771 772 773 774 775 776 777 778 779 780 781 782 783 784 785 786 787 788 789 790 299 rewards with contributions and build a reputation as reliable reciprocators. Van Schaik et al. hypothesize that these four psychological elements-sympathy, wish to conform, sense of fairness, and concern with reputation-are "the major components of human moral psychology, upon which our reflective morality is built" (XXX (MS, 92)). They suggest that moral emotions are "the subjective side of the evolved proximate regulators of human cooperation" (XXX (MS, 92)); see also Naves de Brito (Chap. 3, this volume). They are likely to emerge early and crossculturally , and will be to an extent independent of conscious control. As Jesse Prinz (Chap. 6, this volume) points out, even if morally relevant emotions are natural in this sense, it does not mean that our capacity to make moral judgments or tendency to adopt certain moral rules is an evolutionary adaptation. After all, other species that have similar responses and behaviors (see Chap. 5 by Brosnan, this volume) plausibly do not make moral judgments. Prinz's suggestion is that the human capacity to make moral judgments is an evolutionary byproduct of putting together capacities that are adaptations for other purposes, including imitation and capacity for abstract thought in addition to prosocial and reactive emotions. Support for this hypothesis can also be found in neuroscience, if, as Prehn and Heekeren (Chap. 8, this volume) argue, "the "moral brain" can be broken up into several modules whose functions originally have nothing to do with morality (emotion, social cognition, cognitive control, etc.)." (XXX (MS, 185)) Biological considerations thus support the hypothesis that some moral commitments are entrenched, and indeed provide clues about which commitments are likely to be such. I am not going to take issue with the psychological part of Nichols, Timmons, and Lopez's Chap. 9 regarding which commitments are entrenched. The important question concerns the epistemic standing of entrenched commitments. Precisely what does normative authority mean in this context, and why should entrenched commitments have it? To begin with the former, the parallels that Nichols, Timmons, and Lopez draw between entrenched commitments and other beliefs suggest that they think there is no reason to suspend beliefs that have normative authority. This may or may not mean that the beliefs are justified-perhaps there are reasons not to suspend beliefs that are independent of their justification. Unfortunately, the epistemic part of the paper is extremely sketchy, so it is not possible to determine what the exact view is. In any case, at the end of the paper, Nichols, Timmons, and Lopez offer a further suggestion: some commitments may be entrenched yet biased, in which case they lack normative authority. They argue that bias can be exposed by seeing "whether people withdraw their judgments under full information" (XXX (MS, 204)). Why should we not suspend entrenched commitments, even if they are not truthtracking , and even if we know this? Nichols, Timmons, and Lopez offer two suggestions. The first appeals to the undesirable consequences of suspending entrenched commitments: "If we give up all of the ethical judgments that critically depend on our a-rational and a-reliable processes, then we might well be left with an ethical world view more barren than almost anyone is willing to accept." (XXX (MS, 188)). This appears to suggest a pragmatic and non-epistemic reason for maintaining entrenched commitments: they are not epistemically justified, but if we give them 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 791 792 793 794 795 796 797 798 799 800 801 802 803 804 805 806 807 808 809 810 811 812 813 814 815 816 817 818 819 820 821 822 823 824 825 826 827 828 829 830 831 832 833 834 835 300 up, we are left with a barely recognizable ethical outlook, which is a bad thing (at least from our current perspective). How dramatic the change would be depends on how important entrenched commitments are to our actual ethical outlook. In any case, from the perspective of an ethical theorist, the pragmatic argument is extremely weak. If the truth is that most or all of our current ethical beliefs are unjustified, then that is the truth, however unpleasant and hard to accept it is. Error theorists in metaethics are in fact quite happy to accept this, and have argued that evolutionary influences on our moral judgments do warrant such global moral skepticism (Joyce 2006). The second suggestion that Nichols, Timmons, and Lopez make draws on an analogy with aesthetics. They claim that "Finding out that one's aesthetic tastes (and related judgments) in music are grounded in a-rational and a-reliable mechanisms is not itself a good reason for rejecting those tastes and related judgments" (XXX (MS, 189, n41)). If ethical judgments are relevantly similar, the same goes for them. But there is much reason to doubt this. The reason why ungrounded judgments about music, for example, are relatively immune to rejection is either that there is no fact of the matter or that the facts are relative to individual subjects' tastes (in which case taste-based judgments are automatically truth-tracking and hence justified). I will not rehearse familiar arguments against moral nihilism or relativism here (see e.g. Shafer-Landau 2003). Suffice it to say that there is not much point in normative inquiry of any sort, empirically informed or not, if there are no objective facts of the matter. And why would a commitment have normative authority if any contrary judgment would be just as justified? Normative authority is precisely what ungrounded aesthetic judgments lack-for example, I have no reason to resist acquiring a new taste in ice creams, since liking pistachio would be just as unproblematic as liking chocolate. So far there is little reason to regard entrenched commitments as prima facie justified or authoritative. Indeed, there is some positive reason to doubt this. Suppose it turns out to be an entrenched commitment, at least for some people, that homosexuality is morally wrong. This is not implausible, and certainly not impossible. Should we then regard belief in the wrongness of homosexuality as prima facie justified, or authoritative for those who hold it? I do not think so. Ethical conservatism threatens to become conservative ethics. Further, the natural emotional reactions underlying entrenched commitments can conflict. As Van Schaik et al. point out, sympathy for someone's suffering can conflict with the sense of fairness. Perhaps the person is starving because he did not bother to go on a hunt when everyone else did. If caring and justice are equally entrenched, which side has normative authority in the case of conflict? If it is both, how do we decide between the claims? So my first problem with ethical conservatism is that entrenched commitments do not, as such, seem to merit normative authority. The second issue is that it is not clear why we should think of entrenched or other emotionally driven commitments as unreliable or non-truth-tracking in the first place. (Nichols, Timmons, and Lopez use the word 'a-reliable', but there's nothing else it could mean.) As I argued in the earlier sections, there are other ways of privileging certain emotional responses in ethics. It may well be that informed, impartially sympathetic emotions track moral A. Kauppinen 836 837 838 839 840 841 842 843 844 845 846 847 848 849 850 851 852 853 854 855 856 857 858 859 860 861 862 863 864 865 866 867 868 869 870 871 872 873 874 875 876 877 878 879 880 301 truth, either because moral truths simply are truths about how we would respond, were we to be impartially sympathetic and informed, or because they just happen to tap into mind-independent moral facts. It is, for example, morally wrong to rape a child or knowingly sell a faulty product. Most of us have a non-accidental negative emotional response to raping a child or knowingly selling a faulty product. These responses, then, appear to track at least some moral truths. To establish that they are reliable, we would naturally need to tell much more of a story of how they not only accidentally coincide with moral facts. I will not attempt to do so here. In any case, my bet is that when we have fuller story of which ethical emotions are trustworthy, their being entrenched will turn out to play no role in it. Thus, even if empirical research can establish which commitments are entrenched, that discovery will not provide evidence for or against normative views. 16.3.4 Via Psychological Unfeasibility to Normative Conclusions The final kind of normative argument based on empirical psychology that I want to consider is relatively old. It takes its point of departure from the thought that ethics is for human beings, and thus has to take into account human cognitive and motivational limitations. Moral ideals and demands have to be psychologically feasible for the kind of beings we are. This constraint on moral theories is closely related to the old thesis that 'ought implies can'-it cannot be the case that morality requires people to do things they are unable to do, because it would be wrong to blame them for failing to do the impossible. There are deep questions concerning these constraints-What exactly does it mean that someone is psychologically unable to do something? Are there normative demands that do not imply an ought or blame for failure? -but I will assume here that they are along the right lines. This opens up a different kind of potential role for empirical psychology. Since it is an empirical question what human abilities are like, scientific psychology can in principle lead to new normative insights. The best-known recent argument along these lines is the situationist attack on virtue ethics, in particular its focus on becoming a certain kind of person with certain character traits. Its structure is basically as follows: 1. Virtue ethics tells people to cultivate robust character traits. 2. Most people's behavior varies in response to contextual factors, including very minor ones. 3. Behavioral variance in response to minor contextual factors is inconsistent with the common existence of robust character traits. 4. So, empirical evidence shows robust character traits are, at best, rare/the existence of robust character traits is not empirically supported. (2, 3) 5. An ideal that most people cannot live up to is not psychologically feasible. 6. So, the virtue ethical ideal is not psychologically feasible. (1, 4, 5) 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 881 882 883 884 885 886 887 888 889 890 891 892 893 894 895 896 897 898 899 900 901 902 903 904 905 906 907 908 909 910 911 912 913 914 915 916 917 918 919 920 302 7. A moral theory whose ideal is not psychologically feasible should be rejected. (The Feasibility Constraint) 8. Hence, virtue ethics should be rejected. (6, 7) In premise 1, robust character traits are "dispositions that lead to trait-relevant behavior across a wide variety of trait-relevant situations" (Doris and Stich 2005: 119) or "relatively long-term stable disposition[s] to act in distinctive ways" (Harman 1999: 317). For example, honesty is a disposition to be truthful and forthcoming in a wide variety of situations in which there might be something to be gained by deception. The perhaps counterintuitive Premise 2 is supported by a large number of social psychological studies that have found, among other things, that people's helping behavior systematically varies due to contextual factors like mood, hurry, and the presence of others, and that a large majority of subjects are willing to hurt others under minor social pressure (for thorough overviews, see Doris 2002; Alfano 2013). Premise 3 draws on the idea that if people had robust character traits, their behavior, especially in such morally relevant cases, would vary from person to person, depending on how virtuous they were. But in fact it seems that it is the situational features rather than people's dispositions that seem to account for manifest behaviors. The remaining steps draw out the conclusions: at most few people seem to have robust character traits. There are, at best, fragmentary character traits like "office-party-temperance" (Doris 2002) that are nothing like virtues. So the virtue ethical ideal is unfeasible and should not be adopted. In response, virtue ethicists have typically attacked Premises 3 and 5 instead of rejecting the Feasibility Constraint. The first line of defense begins with the rejection of the understanding of character traits that underlies the situationist attack. Character traits are not dispositions to act, it says. Rather, they are in the first instance dispositions to perceive, feel, and reason in certain ways, and consequently, perhaps, to act. There is a gap between manifest behavior and character traits (see e.g. Sreenivasan 2002). Perhaps, as Julia Annas (2011) maintains, they are akin to skills. This complicates the task of showing the non-existence of traits, since mere behavioral evidence is not sufficient. So, for all the current evidence shows, people may after all have robust character traits. A weakness of this response is that if people's perceptions of reasons do not make a difference to how they act, there is not much reason to focus on them in ethical theorizing. Nor do those who take this line of response typically provide positive empirical evidence for the existence of character traits (although see Russell 2009). The other main line of response is to grant that virtue is rare, but nevertheless an attainable or at least practically useful ideal (e.g. Appiah 2008, 47)-in my terms, to deny Premise 5, the notion that a psychological ideal few can live up to is psychologically unfeasible in the relevant sense. In their rejoinder, Doris and Stich say that "if virtue is expected to be rare, it is not obvious what role virtue theory could have in a (generally applicable) programme of moral education." (Doris and Stich 2005, 120) This is a weak objection for many reasons. First, it assumes that it is an important standard for assessing normative theories is whether they serve practical didactic aims. This surely need not be the key aspiration of any normative theorist. Second, [AU2] A. Kauppinen 921 922 923 924 925 926 927 928 929 930 931 932 933 934 935 936 937 938 939 940 941 942 943 944 945 946 947 948 949 950 951 952 953 954 955 956 957 958 959 960 961 962 963 964 303 rarity and difficulty of attaining an ideal do not in any obvious way render it didactically obsolete. Suppose it's very rare to anyone to play guitar as well as Mark Knopfler (as it is). Does that mean it is a bad idea to try to play like Knopfler, when you are practicing to become a better player? Hardly. Mark Alfano (2013) has a different objection to the virtue-as-an-ideal response. He notes that among the hard core of virtue ethics are claims about the explanatory and predictive power of character traits, as well as what he calls egalitarianism (almost anyone can reliably act in accordance with virtue) and cross-situational consistency in response to reasons. If virtue is hard and rare, Alfano says, "the virtues are loose cogs in our motivational machinery, reliably licensing neither the explanation nor the prediction of behavior" (Alfano 2013: 63). This rejoinder illustrates the common mistake of treating virtue as an all-or-nothing property. It is, however, much more natural to think of virtue as a matter of degree. We can be more or less honest or chaste-that is to say, roughly, we may be more or less sensitive to reasons for truth-telling or abstinence.11 The truth of positive virtue attribution will depend on the context (a chaste French politician does not cheat on his mistress), much as the truth of other utterances containing scalar adjectives (such as 'tall') does. The empirical evidence certainly suggests that we may possess such traits to a lower degree than we like to think, so that most of us perhaps cannot, in most contexts, truthfully be described as brave or just, period. But that is to say we are to some degree brave or just, so that our behavior may be to some extent be explained and predicted by reference to bravery or justice. Almost everyone can become more virtuous, and the more they approach the ideal of the phronimos, the more the attribution of virtue traits will explain and predict their behavior. That is how thinking of virtue as gradable reconciles the virtue-as-an-ideal line with explanatory/predictive power and egalitarianism. Edouard Machery (2010) has recently developed the situationist critique further. As he sees it, the real problem is that virtue ethical ideals presuppose unified agency. By this he means that... ...the psychological causes that are meant to constitute our character and the kind of person we are (our values, desires, norms, emotions, etc.) have a specific causal structure: They (or at least many of them) are unified. That is, they are causally influenced by a common cause or they causally influence one another. (Machery 2010, 225) 11 Following a lead from Robert Adams (2006), who in turn draws on the old distinction between imperfect and perfect duties, Alfano notes that some 'low-fidelity' virtues, such as generosity, require one to be responsive to some occasions in which giving is called for, while other 'highfidelity ' virtues, such as chastity or justice, require a high degree of consistency-to possess them one has to respond suitably nearly every time. I do not think this is the same dimension I am talking about. The degree of virtuousness is not identical with frequency of acting on a certain kind of reason. You do not have to be very chaste to refrain from sleeping with someone other than your partner 100 % of the time, because the reason to do so is strong. (Insofar as chastity is a virtue, the degree to which it is possessed is manifest in the subtle ways one interacts with attractive nonpartners .) Hence, even a low degree of chastity explains and predicts full faithfulness in deed. At the other end, even the most perfectly generous person will not give on every occasion, as the contrary demands of justice, friendship, and other virtues intervene, and the strength of her reasons to give diminishes the less she has to give or more she deprivation she herself suffers. 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 965 966 967 968 969 970 971 972 973 974 975 976 977 978 979 980 981 982 983 984 985 986 987 988 989 990 991 992 993 994 995 996 997 304 Machery then argues that human agency is not unified in this sense. He draws on Dual Process Models and research on implicit biases, which suggests that people's conscious values often come apart from their automatic responses. But why is the potential, and indeed frequent disunity between System 1 and System 2 processes a problem for virtue ethics? The reason Machery gives is that "we have no direct control over some psychological causes-namely over the automatic systems- suggesting that it might be difficult to bring them in step with the other states and dispositions that are meant to constitute character." (Machery 2010, 227) But this lack of control, surely, does not come as a surprise to the virtue ethicist. Aristotle, after all, is explicit that acquiring virtue is slow work and significantly subject to moral luck when it comes to having the right sort of temperament, teachers, and environment. What is more, this still looks like a version of the difficulty challenge. So even if Machery is right about the disunity of agency, that does not seem to pose a new problem for the virtue ethicist. This substantial response leaves Machery's methodological challenge intact, however. He argues that "the proper response to the situationist threat involves examining the empirical literature on agency in detail. There is no easy way for moral philosophers out of a laborious study of human behavior." (Machery 2010, 227) So any defense of virtue ethics must be empirically informed to be credible. To be sure, insofar as we accept Ought Implies Can or Feasibility Constraint, it is hard to deny that empirical facts about human agency potentially undermine characterbased ethics. But I still want to reject Machery's methodological thesis. I believe the burden of proof here is on the critic who denies the commonsense view of character that virtue ethics relies on. That is, it is not that the virtue ethicist has to dig through empirical literature to show that courage or kindness is possible (even if rare). Recall the point I made above: the core empirical assumption is not that some or many people are perfectly courageous or kind, but that people are more or less courageous or kind, and that most of us can improve in these respects. For all the evidence situationists have presented, we still have no good reason to believe this is false. 16.4 Conclusion: Building a Better Armchair I have charted various ways in which empirical psychological results might be or have been claimed to be important to metaethics and normative ethics in ways that go beyond Armchair Traditionalism. I believe that we have not been given any good reason to believe in bold versions of Ethical Empiricism. Neither metaethical nor normative questions are empirical questions, or questions that could be settled by empirical findings. I have also found various Modest Ethical Empiricist arguments wanting. Generally, the empirical evidence does not do the work it is alleged to do, or provides weak support for one view or another only under strong nonempirical assumptions. Too often, empirical information is noise that distracts from the core issues. A. Kauppinen 998 999 1000 1001 1002 1003 1004 1005 1006 1007 1008 1009 1010 1011 1012 1013 1014 1015 1016 1017 1018 1019 1020 1021 1022 1023 1024 1025 1026 1027 1028 1029 1030 1031 1032 1033 1034 1035 1036 1037 1038 305 Nevertheless, I cannot claim to have vindicated Armchair Traditionalism either. I have left the door open for the possibility that empirical discoveries may help in conceptual analysis (although only indirectly) and that they may help identify what natural kinds constitute moral thoughts (although the actual identification draws crucially on armchair reflection). I have also allowed that normative ethics may yet benefit from understanding the roots of our intuitions and the feasibility of ethical ideals, even if the existing claims are exaggerated. Perhaps the best overall conclusion to draw is that while armchair reflection will and ought to continue to be central to ethical inquiry, findings about what, why, and how we judge may stimulate and even challenge its results at several important junctures. 16 Ethics and Empirical Psychology – Critical Remarks to Empirically Informed Ethics 1039 1040 1041 1042 1043 1044 1045 1046 1047 1048 Author Queries Chapter No.: 16 0002028888 Queries Details Required Author's Response AU1 Please update the page number "XXX" in all occurrences. AU2 The citation Harman (1999) is not provided in the reference list. Please check.